
Cardio (aerobic) for substantial health benefits

Moderate Intensity ‐ 150 minutes (2 hours and 30 
minutes) each week (brisk walking)

Vigorous Intensity ‐ 75 minutes (1 hour and 15 
minutes) each week (such as jogging or swimming laps)

Strength Training 

Lifting weights or using resistance bands 2 or more 
days a week focusing on all major muscle groups.





Recovery Zone – 60% to 70%
Aerobic Zone – 70% to 80%
Anaerobic Zone – 80% to 90%



DVD-Moving to the Word Aerobic-Retro Re-Release from 2004. 

We've brought it back! The fun, safe and user-friendly cardio workout 
from First Place 4 Health and Body & Soul Finess.  Moving to the Word 
cardio workout is for anyone who wants a healthier you, inside and out.  
Our workout features thirty minutes of beginner, moderate and advance 
levels of cardio led by certified instructors.  Your body will be 
strengthened by the exercise and your spirit by the scriptures set to 
music. 

http://www.firstplace4health.com/store/?cat=1&item=208 

 

DVD - FP4H Strength and Flexibility Workout 

http://www.firstplace4health.com/store/?cat=6&item=7 

Now anyone can create a stronger, healthier temple of God without 
putting excess stress on the body. With the aid of certified fitness 
instructors, this workout DVD demonstrates how to build muscle tone 
and increase flexibility. Learn effective stretching techniques and the 
benefits of a workout routine utilizing weights or elastic resistance 
bands for creating stronger, more defined muscles, all in about 30 
minutes! And with the sounds of First Place 4 Health Scripture Memory 
Music to accompany their workout, they can firm up their familiarity 
with God’s Word even as they tone their bodies!  

 

DVD - Power Strength 

http://www.firstplace4health.com/store/?cat=6&item=89 

It’s dynamic total body strength training at its best!  Blast your body 
from head to toe while strengthening your core and improving your 
balance.  This DVD is a must for everyone and allows you to start at 
whatever level is right for you, from beginner to fit enthusiast. This total 
body workout is the real deal with no time wasted and no muscle left 
untouched using weights and your body for resistance.  Order your 
copy now to ensure that you develop a body that's strong, defined and 
knows how to move with power and grace. 

  

http://www.firstplace4health.com/store/?cat=1&item=208
http://www.firstplace4health.com/store/?cat=6&item=7
http://www.firstplace4health.com/store/?cat=6&item=89


Lacing Your Shoe for Comfort 

You’ve purchased the perfect shoe. We’ve all been taught how to tie our shoelaces, but 

what about lacing them for the most comfort? Making a few simple adjustments in how you lace  

up your shoes for your foot type and arch can prevent foot fatigue, nagging pain and provide 

stability and support. For me personally I’ve got a wide forefoot and have found that lacing my 

shoe accordingly has significantly decreased pain at the widest part of my foot that had become 

all too familiar. Take a look at the diagram below and try a new lacing technique to fit your foot 

type and see if you find similar results.  

 

 



Website Link to testing for finding your arch type 

 

https://www.prevention.com/fitness/simple-test-to-find-your-arch-type  

 

https://www.prevention.com/fitness/simple-test-to-find-your-arch-type

